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ELEVATE YOUR THERMOBOX 
TO SOMETHING UNIQUE
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Unique exterior, the same  
quality on the inside

SDX® gives you the possibility of creating a Thermobox® 
that can be customised in your choice of colour, your 
company logo or graphics on the exterior.
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The images and product features contained therein are protected by copyright. They may only be used or reproduced with the permis-
sion of SDX® Thermobox®, the owner of all trademarks and intellectual property rights. Prices and product facts may vary due to changes 
or printing errors. At the bottom of each page, you will find the current revision number.
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Standard Colours 
in ABS Plastic

All our Thermobox® can be delivered in one of our three  
standard colours black, red and blue. Timeless  
colours that suit all environments and settings.
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Standard

Timeless options that ensures 
both functionality and aest-
hetic appeal in any scenario. 
These colours enhance the 
visual coherence of your 
food transport solutions while 
reflecting enduring style and 
versatility.

BLUE REDBLACK

Colours shown are non-binding and for reference only. 4 REV. 2024-02-27



Stainless Steel 
Exterior

A stainless steel exterior on a Thermobox® provides a sleek,  
professional appearance, ideal for maintaining food safety standards.

Stainless steel’s non-porous surface resists bacterial growth, making it an ideal material for 
food handling as it helps maintain hygiene standards by preventing contamination. Its dura-
bility allows for easy cleaning and sterilization, ensuring safe and sanitary food preparation 
environments.
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Colour Collection  
POWDER COATED STAINLESS STEEL
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WHAT IS POWDERCOATING?
The stainless steel is coated with an electro-sta-
tically applied, powder coat finish. The 
electro-static application method ensures 
100% coverage of the metal’s surface area 
and provides a consistent and tough finish 
that far exceeds other conventional paint 
finishes. The resulting finish is knock and 
scratch resistant, impervious to moisture, 
highly resistant to corrosion and easy to clean.

Create a colourful Thermobox® with one 
of the ten colours from our collection. 
The smooth stainless steel exteriors of 
our thermoboxes undergo powder coa-
ting at our own facilities, utilizing high-qu-
ality powders to ensure superior finish 
and durability.
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Neutrals

Pastels

Impact

In their understated simpli-
city, neutral colors convey a 
sophisticated and calming 
atmosphere, making them the 
cornerstone of a timeless and 
adaptable design palette.

ORANGE YELLOW GOLDGREEN

Pastel colors, evoke a sense 
of softness and tranquility 
that effortlessly captivates the 
eye. They offer a subtle yet 
impactful way to infuse spa-
ces with a touch of serenity 
and warmth.

The use of vibrant and 
impactful colors is not 
merely a design choice; it’s 
a statement, a celebration 
of creativity that transforms 
environments into vivacious 
expressions of bold individua-
lity and lively sophistication.

SIGNAL WHITE

RAL 9003 RAL 9005RAL 7024

JET BLACKGRAPHITE GREY

COLOUR COLLECTION 
POWDER COATED STAINLESS STEEL
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PINK

RAL 3015

RAL 3015 RAL 6018 RAL 1018 RAL 1036

RAL 5024RAL 6019

CLASSIC BLUEPASTEL GREEN

Colours shown are non-binding and for reference only. 7REV.  2024-02-27



Adding a logo or pattern to a Thermobox® will personalize your food 
transport. Various designs can be created with vinyl material, and its 
durability ensures that logos and patterns remain vibrant and intact. 
In addition to increasing brand visibility, this customization creates a 
polished and professional appearance.

Logos & Patterns  
PUT YOUR MARK ON THE THERMOBOX®
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On Stanless Steel

Vinyl Logo on ABS Exterior in Standard Blue Three colour Vinyl Logo  
on exterior in Stainless Steel 

One colour logo on Colour Collection Yellow.  
Vinyl graphic pattern on the sides. 

Colour Collection Classic Blue with  
vinyl logo on the stainless steel door. 

On standard Colour

On Colour Collection Combine

LOGO & PATTERNS
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360° Print

Make a statement with a fully customized exterior on your Ther-
mobox®. Printed on high quality vinyl base and laminated for extra 
durability. UV resistant colors. The print can be applied to all the four 
sides, 360°, of the box or your choice of coverage, for example only 
the door or one of the sides.
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Vivid PatternsNatural Patterns

Colourfull Photos Illustrations
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360° PRINT
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This practical addition enhances efficiency in food handling, enabling quick visual confirmation 
of the items inside, which is particularly valuable in busy catering or delivery settings. By pro-
viding a clear view of the contents, the glass window promotes better organization and helps 
maintain the optimal temperature within the Thermobox®, ensuring that your food stays fresh 
and ready for service. Additional LED-lights can be installed in the box.

Window
The inclusion of an optional glass window in the door of your 

Thermobox® offers a convenient feature, allowing you to effort-
lessly inspect the contents without needing to open the box.
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Standard Colours ABS PLASTIC EXTERIOR

Stainless steel SMOOTH STAINLESS STEEL EXTERIOR 

Logos & Patterns VINYL FOIL

Adding a logo or pattern to a Thermobox® person-
alizes food transport,.This customization not only 
boosts brand visibility but also ensures a profes-
sional appearance.

360 Print PRINTED VINYL FOIL

Make a statement with a fully customized 
exterior on your Thermobox®. Printed on 
high quality vinyl base and laminated for 
extra durability. UV resistant colors.

BLUE BLACKRED

Colour Collection HIGH QUALITY POWDER COATED STAINLESS STEEL EXTERIOR

SIGNAL WHITE

PINK

ORANGE

JET BLACK

CLASSIC BLUE

YELLOW GOLD

GRAPHITE GREY

PASTEL GREEN

GREEN

XTERIOR 

Window
Optional glass window in the door allows you to quickly 
and easily check the contents of your Thermobox®
Product number: 123 017

For Thermoboxes with glass door.
Product number: 123 016

LED-Lights

Colours shown are non-binding and for reference only. 14 REV. 2024-02-27



PAINT YOUR OWN

NOTES

XTERIOR
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FILAREVÄGEN 1 - SE294 39 SÖLVESBORG - SWEDEN
TEL: +46 (0)456-135 10 - INFO@SDX.SE - WWW.SDX.SE

TRANSPORTATION OF HOT AND COLD FOOD 
IN A HYGIENIC AND SUSTAINABLE WAY FOR  

BOTH HUMANS AND THE ENVIRONMENT

WWW.SDX.SE provides  
information about our 
 full product portfolio  

and accessories.


